Secret council payout after unfair sacking

Owner of killed pony begs for action as road deaths spike

Other moves including a vet, stopped to help and although the animal was initially able to get up, it became clear it was badly injured and had to be put down by the vets to reduce suffering. A appeal came as Hamp-
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With auction houses taking very high commission rates we are the viable alternative.
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**MEETING APPLAUDS MP’S BREXIT STANCE**

**BY DENNIS**

More than 200 people joined a public debate hosted by the MP for Christchurch, Sir Chris Balding, at the New Forest and Christchurch chamber of commerce, in the town hall in Christchurch.

**More than 200 packed hall to hear Sir Chris lay out his position with EU**

Sir Chris said: “I’m very concerned about it, and I think the argument in favour of a hard Brexit is much better constructed than the arguments for a soft Brexit.”

**JUROR IN THE Dock OVER £50,000 BRIEF LAW Tie**

A juror in the dock over a £50,000 brief giving rise to a potential theft of copyright by a member of the audience said: “Ms Lambert was not subject to any personal injury or distress.”
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Sir Chris Balding has been applauded for his stance on Brexit, with more than 200 people attending a public debate hosted by him at the New Forest and Christchurch chamber of commerce.
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